
conference and interpretation solutions

the language of free speech

world leaders in conference installations



equipment 

Auditel design and manufacture a full range of
conference equipment including conference
microphones, voting units, interpretation
systems and system control units.

Auditel conferencing equipment is manufactured
and tested to the highest possible standards
and surpasses the most stringent industry
specifications.

We also provide automated broadcast quality
CCTV, fingerprint security systems and large
format display solutions.

solutions 

We provide custom designed conference
solutions, permanent or portable, on a
worldwide basis. 

The systems can include touch screen control,
real-time voting displays, simultaneous
interpretation, automated timing, computer
generated reports, broadcast quality CCTV that
automatically displays the current speaker, and
internet publishing of voting results. 

Chairman over-ride facilities, delegate smart
cards and fingerprint recognition ensures
security and total control. 

These systems can provide for the smallest of
company groups, and anything up to 5,000
state delegates speaking 12 different
languages.

support 

Unparalleled experience in conference systems
support, from the smallest meeting room to
huge international convention centres is what
differentiates us from our competitors. 

Auditel’s experienced, highly trained staff ensure
effortless control of your conference equipment
and guarantees seamless meeting control.

Auditel provides flexible support solutions
including on or off-site training, ongoing
maintenance agreements, telephone support
and even meeting attendance should this be
required.

Auditoriums and Conference Centres

International Organisations and Parliaments

Company Boardrooms and Hotel facilities

specialists in interpretation
and presentation equipment

conference and voting facilities
and broadcast quality cctv



global presence

We have clients across Europe, the length
and breadth of the Americas, in schools and
government buildings, in institutions and
parliamentary buildings in the Middle East,
and further afield in Hong Kong, Taiwan, New
Zealand and Australia. 

Auditel has installed conference equipment in
over 60 countries across the Globe. For a full
list of Auditel conference equipment
installations, and the countries that we
currently operate in, please see the back of
this brochure or visit our web site at
www.auditel.ltd.uk

We provide full training on a worldwide basis.
Our fully qualified engineers can offer  

installations 

Auditel specialises in the manufacture and
installation of conference communication
systems to provide public address, voting,
interpretation, display and CCTV solutions. 

CCTV can automatically display the current
speaker on projected or plasma screens, with
outside broadcast and teleconferencing as an
option. 

All installations are tailored to the customer's
exact requirements using our flexible
hardware and software solutions. Many
installations have been in listed buildings and
have complied with strict regulations. 

A wide range of influential bodies have come
to rely on the quality, efficiency and
exceptionally high levels of service Auditel
provide.

A considerable proportion of the UK councils
have Auditel conference systems in use in
chambers and committee rooms.

tel: +44(0)1494 465335   web: www.auditel.ltd.uk

City Council chambers
- Sunderland, UK 

Arab Organisations HQ
- Kuwait

Simon Fraser University 
- Vancouver

Mariinskyi Palace
- St Petersburgh

QE2 Conference Centre - London

training on-site, or at our UK based
headquarters. Training may be at operator or
technical level, with telephone support and
advice always available. Our overseas accredited
partners can also offer training. 

Our operations are not limited to just these 60
countries, our global experience enables us to
provide conferencing equipment of any
description to anywhere in the world. For more
information, please contact our sales team.



Auditel Conference and Interpretation Systems is one of the most respected
equipment manufacturer and presentation solutions supplier of audio
discussion, voting and interpretation systems across the globe. 

Founded 25 years ago by a group of key industry professionals with over 50
years of industry knowledge, Auditel now have unrivaled experience in providing
flexible presentation and conference solutions. From small function rooms to
listed buildings, council chambers requiring real-time voting display, to
international parliaments and conference centres that provide simultaneous
interpretation for up to 12 spoken languages.

Our sympathetic and exacting custom installations, coupled with our experience
and understanding of client requirements, has made Auditel the world leader in
providing conference facilities. 

This unique position as manufacturer of our own products, and authorised
reseller of other leading brands, enables Auditel to blend systems elegantly and

unobtrusively with traditional and modern surroundings, cost effectively, whilst
meeting the most stringent international standards and demanding technical
requirements.

"As the world's leading
supplier of conference and
interpretation solutions,

Auditel was the best choice
to equip the 2004 Olympic

press centre in Athens" 

Nikolas Drossos
Managing Director

Audio Brain

For more than 25 years
Auditel have been installing
100’s of conference systems
in over 60 different countries

worldwide.

2004 Olympics new press centre and stadiums in Athens, Greece

Auditel’s global coverage
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